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Girona al segle XIV 1993
a través de dues fonts documentals urbanes del segle xiv com són els llibres del consell general i els
llibres de crims de la ciutat de lleida aquesta obra aprofundeix en la relació dels veïns de lleida amb
els estudiants de l estudi general durant el primer segle d existència de la institució d alta cultura
més important de l edat mitjana els primers cent anys permeten conèixer les debilitats i fortaleses
que acompanyaran a l estudi general de lleida al llarg de tota la seva història una institució urbana
de fundació reial perpètuament vinculada al municipi i a la inestabilitat de les seves arques en l
apèndix documental trobareu una selecció dels documents estudiats que traspuen quotidianitat i
riquesa lèxica

L'Estudi General de Lleida al segle XIV 2016-04-22
la singularité de la criminalité des gouvernants ou de leurs actes peccamineux réside dans la rareté
des condamnations qu ils ont subies en examinant sur la longue durée les formes de dénonciation de
ces délits des hommes de pouvoir le livre essaie de comprendre les raisons qui aboutissent à la
rupture du consensus et à la remise en cause de l acceptation sociale des traditions jusqu alors
tolérées corruption extorsion abus en tout genre les différentes contributions examinent les
conditions de ces condamnations morales et politiques et dessinent un tableau nuancé de ces
pathologies du pouvoir qui loin d être invariables dans le temps sont articulées aux paradigmes
moraux de chaque société historique les contributeurs sont nathalie barrandon anne catherine
baudoin franck collard kathleen crowther angela de benedictis silvia di paolo julien dubouloz patrick
gilli cedric giraud thomas granier laurent guitton charles guerin corinne manchio nancy mcloughin
hélène ménard richard newhauser flocel sabaté armand strubel julien théry et silvana vecchio
english what is singular about the criminality of rulers or their sinful acts is how rarely they are
convicted through a long term study of the forms of denunciation of crimes committed by those who
hold power this book tries to understand the reasons that lead to breaking the consensus and calling
into question the social acceptance of traditions which had hitherto been tolerated corruption
extortion different types of abuse the various contributions investigate the moral and political
conditions of these convictions and give a well balanced account of these pathologies of power far
from being invariable over time they are consistent with the moral paradigms of each society in
history

La societat catalana al segle XIV 1967
books within books presents some recent findings and research projects on the fragments of
medieval hebrew manuscripts discovered in the bindings of other manuscripts and early printed
books across europe this is the second collection of interdisciplinary articles on hebrew binding
fragments presenting current scholarship and its international scope from the contemporary
perspective the fragments of medieval hebrew manuscripts preserved until today through their
numbers estimated 30 000 fragments so more than double of the number of the known hebrew
volumes produced in medieval europe the texts they carry some of them have been previously
unknown the insights into book making techniques and finally their economic impact are an
unprecedented source for our knowledge of the hebrew book culture and literacy as well as the
economic and intellectual exchanges between the jewish minority and their non jewish neighbours

Idea del avenç urbá de Catalunya al segle XIV 1924
aquest volum escrit per l eclesiàstic joan binimelis 1538 9 1616 constitueix la primera edició crítica
del llibre v de la història general del regne de mallorca en la versió catalana que com és sabut és l
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original sens dubte aquesta part de l obra dedicada a la descripció geogràfica de mallorca i de
caràcter autònom respecte a la narració històrica i cronística representa l aportació més original de l
autor i la que manté més vigència i interès avui dia tant per la modernitat del seu plantejament com
per la diversitat dels aspectes que són objecte de la seua metòdica atenció situació geogràfica
afrontacions proveïment d aigua cales i aptesa per a desembarcaments cabuda i possibilitats d
ancoratge demografia dades econòmiques produccions agrícoles i ramaderes dades històriques
règim jurídic institucions monuments i d altres informacions rellevants de les poblacions illenques

La pathologie du pouvoir: vices, crimes et délits des
gouvernants 2016-02-02
the routledge hispanic studies companion to medieval iberia unity in diversity draws together the
innovative work of renowned scholars as well as several thought provoking essays from emergent
academics in order to provide broad range in depth coverage of the major aspects of the iberian
medieval world exploring the social political cultural religious and economic history of the iberian
peninsula the volume includes 37 original essays grouped around fundamental themes such as
languages and literatures spiritualities and visual culture this interdisciplinary volume is an
excellent introduction and reference work for students and scholars in iberian studies and medieval
studies series editor brad epps spanish list advisor javier muÑoz basols

Books within Books 2013-09-25
this 1991 book is an examination of catalonian peasants in the middle ages integrating archival
evidence with medieval theories of society

Dove Va la Storia Economica? 2011
partint de la polèmica al voltant de la subagrupació romànica del català i procurant superar la
germà colón analitza el nostre lèxic des de diverses perspectives confirma la seua vinculació al
diasistema gàl lic to tenint en compte els elements constitutius les afinitats i les discrepància amb l
aragonès i l occità i explica les causes històriques i d evolució interna que han donat al català la seua
fisonomia lèxica al sí de la romània la sèrie de qüestions ací plantejades prova que l estudi atent del
nostre cabal lexical és un aspecte prioritari de la lingüística neollatina el qual ajuda a comprendre
molts problemes d abast general europeu

Joan Binimelis: Descripció particular de l'illa de Mallorca e
viles 2014-09-04
the death penalty was unusual in medieval europe until the twelfth century from that moment on it
became a key instrument of rule in european society and we can study it in the case of catalonia
through its rich and varied unpublished documentation the death penalty was justified by roman law
accepted by theology and philosophy for the common good and used by rulers as an instrument for
social intimidation the application of the death penalty followed a regular trial and the status of the
individual dictated the method of execution reserving the fire for the worst crimes as the inquisition
applied against the so called heretics the executions were public and the authorities and the people
shared the common goal of restoring the will of god which had been broken by the executed person
the death penalty took an important place in the core of the medieval mind people included
executions in the jokes and popular narratives while the gallows filled the landscape fitting the
jurisdictional limits and also showing rotten corpses to assert that the best way to rule and order the
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society is by terror this book utilises previously unpublished archival sources to present a unique
study on the death penalty in late medieval europe

The Routledge Hispanic Studies Companion to Medieval
Iberia 2021-05-30
in contested treasure thomas barton examines how the jews in the crown of aragon in the twelfth
through fourteenth centuries negotiated the overlapping jurisdictions and power relations of local
lords and the crown the thirteenth century was a formative period for the growth of royal
bureaucracy and the development of the crown s legal claims regarding the jews while many jews
were under direct royal authority significant numbers of jews also lived under nonroyal and
seigniorial jurisdiction barton argues that royal authority over the jews as well as muslims was far
more modest and contingent on local factors than is usually recognized diverse case studies reveal
that the monarchy s jewish policy emerged slowly faced considerable resistance and witnessed
limited application within numerous localities under nonroyal control thus allowing for more highly
differentiated local modes of jewish administration and coexistence contested treasure refines and
complicates our portrait of interfaith relations and the limits of royal authority in medieval spain and
it presents a new approach to the study of ethnoreligious relations and administrative history in
medieval european society

The Origins of Peasant Servitude in Medieval Catalonia
2004-01-22
although portugal was one of the first european states with stable borders the process of the making
of a portuguese fiscal state still remains to be studied in detail this volume brings together studies
on the development of the portuguese fiscal state within a comparative perspective in relation to
other kingdoms across europe such as castile and aragon england tuscany the papal states holland
and france in order to bring portugal into the broader and comparative international debate about
the development of the fiscal state as a very distinctive case portugal remains understudied and
underrepresented in the broader literature on the development of fiscal states there are relatively
few studies on the building of a fiscal state in portugal that are accessible to an international
audience this book will make a fundamental contribution to this field which is still full of untapped
potential it will combine the latest theory and comparative context with a detailed reconstruction of
portuguese state finance taking a longer chronological frame that follows its development from the
medieval through to the early modern period it will also make the latest research from portuguese
scholars available to a wider international audience and will be of particular interest to researchers
and students of financial and economic history

El lèxic català dins la Romània 2014-10-28
beginning in the twelfth century taxation increasingly became an essential component of medieval
society in most parts of europe the state building process and relations between princes and their
subject cities or between citizens and their rulers were deeply shaped by fiscal practices although
medieval taxation has produced many publications over the past decades there remains no synthesis
of this important subject this volume provides a comprehensive overview on a european scale and
suggests new paths of inquiry it examines the fiscal systems and practices of medieval europe
including essential themes such as medieval fiscal theory and the power to tax royal and urban
taxation and church taxation it goes on to survey the entire european continent as well as including
comparative chapters on the non european medieval world exploring questions on how taxation
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developed and functioned what kinds of problems authorities encountered assessing their fiscal
power and the circulation of fiscal cultures and practices across cities and kingdoms the book also
provides a glossary of the most important types of medieval taxes giving an essential definition of
key terms cited in the chapters the routledge handbook of public taxation in medieval europe will
appeal to a large audience from seasoned scholars who need a comprehensive synthesis to students
and younger scholars in search of an overview of this critical subject

The Death Penalty in Late-Medieval Catalonia 2019-09-03
17 papers take a holistic view of beekeeping archaeology including honey wax associated products
hive construction and trade in one large interconnected geographic region the mediterranean
central europe and the atlantic façade the book serves as a handbook for current and future
researchers considering the archaeology of beekeeping

Contested Treasure 2015-06-19
this volume explores the attempt by the dynasty of the high medieval crown of aragon to rationalize
its court in support of its expansionist program it also examines the quotidian operations and social
milieu of the various bureaus of the court

Economic and biological interactions in pre-industrial
Europe, from the 13th to the 18th century 2010
one of the first long term studies of the catalonian city of manresa during the late medieval crisis

Portugal in a European Context 2023-01-01
this series of essays dedicated to the work and career of father robert i burns s j treats the complex
relationship of spain to the western mediterranean and atlantic on the eve of spain s ascent as a
world power

The Routledge Handbook of Public Taxation in Medieval
Europe 2022-11-30
the crown of aragon a singular mediterranean empire recovers the history of an important late
medieval crossroads that brought peoples from iberia to greece together and promoted culture as a
means of cohesion

New Approaches to the Archaeology of Beekeeping
2022-02-17
while we must acknowledge that there are likely to have been variations in practice across time and
across regions it remains one of the most important pieces of physical evidence for understanding
the way medieval glaziers worked while it is not unique its size its condition and the survival of
windows actually made on it make it an object of inestimable value in understanding the craft of the
medieval glazier n nfrom foreward by sarah brown university of york n
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Grandeses i misèries de la Catalunya del segle XIV 1999
sometime in april 1285 five muslim horsemen crossed from the islamic kingdom of granada into the
realms of the christian crown of aragon to meet with the king of aragon who showered them with
gifts including sumptuous cloth and decorative saddles for agreeing to enter the crown s service
they were not the first or only muslim soldiers to do so over the course of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries the christian kings of aragon recruited thousands of foreign muslim soldiers to
serve in their armies and as members of their royal courts based on extensive research in arabic
latin and romance sources the mercenary mediterranean explores this little known and
misunderstood history far from marking the triumph of toleration hussein fancy argues the alliance
of christian kings and muslim soldiers depended on and reproduced ideas of religious difference
their shared history represents a unique opportunity to reconsider the relation of medieval religion
to politics and to demonstrate how modern assumptions about this relationship have impeded our
understanding of both past and present

Transforming the State 2021-07-26
biografies invisibles marginats i marginals és un volum que conté una sèrie d estudis de casos
concrets de personatges històrics desconeguts en gran mesura i que pel fet d haver tingut unes
vides al marge de la llei en moltes ocasions no són actualment coneguts també sobre personatges
literaris que encarnen aquelles opcions no majoritàries i encara reflexions més genèriques sobre
aquells grups o sobre els textos que ens han transmés aquelles realitats biografies invisibles
marginats i marginals conté quasi una vintena de treballs de reconeguts especialistes de diferents
universitats europees que han analitzat casos de dones marginades homosexuals i d altres
personatges marginals des de l òptica actual es tracta de retornar los la veu que un dia la societat on
van viure els va negar invisible biographies marginates and marginals is a volume that contains a
series of specific case studies of largely unknown figures from the past who because of their lives on
the fringes of the law on many occasions were silenced also on literary characters who embody those
non majority options and in addition more generic reflections on those groups or on the texts that
have transmitted to us those polyhedral realities invisible biographies marginates and marginals
contains almost twenty works by renowned specialists from different european universities who have
analysed the cases of marginalized women jews homosexuals and other persecuted characters from
a contemporary perspective the aim is to give them back the voice that the society in which they
lived once denied them

The Rise and Decline of an Iberian Bourgeoisie 2016
amongst the oldest universities that of the roman curia is the great unkown little is known of the
university of rome and of avignon till 1378 to compensate the loss of sources materials mainly from
the vatican were intensively analysed and a prosopography of the dons and students 694 biograms in
annex drawn up some results all three were legal universities of the southern type the curial
university was itinerant it was continued at the general councils only when the curia resided there
untroubled the local schools of rome and avignon became great international universities and
different forms of association with the curial university were tried on rome was sought after by
students from all over europe for study of legal theory whereas praxis was learned at the papal court
another attraction of rome were the possibilities of attaining higher academic grades without much
ceremony first in theology later also in law
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Iberia and the Mediterranean World of the Middle Ages
1996
this groundbreaking interdisciplinary collection of essays by american british and iberian scholars
examines the literary historical and artistic exchanges between england and iberia from the twelfth
to fifteenth century

The Crown of Aragon 2017-09-25
catalonia a new history revises many traditional and romantic conceptions in the historiography of a
small nation this book engages with the scholarship of the past decade and separates nationalist
myth history from real historical processes it is thus able to provide the reader with an analytical
account situating each historical period within its temporal context catalonia emerges as a territory
where complex social forces interact where revolts and rebellions are frequent this is a contested
terrain where political ideologies have sought to impose their interpretation of catalan reality this
book situates catalonia within the wider currents of european and spanish history from pre history to
the contemporary independence movement and makes an important contribution to our
understanding of nation making

Glazing on White-Washed Tables / Vitralls sobre taules de
vitraller 2014-08
this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california
press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact
drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship
accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1996

The Mercenary Mediterranean 2016-03-22
the annals of the xxvi congress of the société de linguistique romane bring together some 500
lectures on 16 subjects phonetics and phonology morphology and syntax semantics lexicology
phraseology morphology onomastics sociolinguistics language geography pragmatics communication
analysis textual linguistics of earlier language stages electronic media translation studies creole
languages vulgar latin and linguistic history also included are ten plenary lectures and five round
table discussions the papers written solely in the romance languages french spanish italian
portuguese and romanian offer a current panorama of romance linguistics its present day fields of
research as well as the latest bibliographic information

Preachers of the City 1997
two hundred years after canon law prohibited clerical marriage parish priests in the late medieval
period continued to form unions with women that were marriage all but in name in defiant priests
michelle armstrong partida uses evidence from extraordinary archives in four catalan dioceses to
show that maintaining a family with a domestic partner was not only a custom entrenched in catalan
clerical culture but also an essential component of priestly masculine identity from unpublished
episcopal visitation records and internal diocesan documents including notarial registers bishops
letters dispensations for illegitimate birth and episcopal court records armstrong partida
reconstructs the personal lives and careers of catalan parish priests to better understand the
professional identity and masculinity of churchmen who made up the proletariat of the largest
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institution across europe these untapped sources reveal the extent to which parish clergy were
embedded in their communities particularly their kinship ties to villagers and their often contentious
interactions with male parishioners and clerical colleagues defiant priests highlights a clerical
culture that embraced violence to resolve disputes and seek revenge to intimidate other men and to
maintain their status and authority in the community

Biografies invisibles / Invisible Biographies 2021-09-15
in the late fourteenth century the medieval crown of aragon experienced a series of food crises that
created conflict and led to widespread starvation adam franklin lyons applies contemporary
understandings of complex human disasters vulnerability and resilience to explain how these
famines occurred and to describe more accurately who suffered and why shortage and famine in the
late medieval crown of aragon details the social causes and responses to three events of varying
magnitude that struck the western mediterranean the minor food shortage of 1372 the serious but
short lived crisis of 1384 85 and the major famine of 1374 76 the worst famine of the century in the
region shifts in military action international competition and violent attempts to control trade routes
created systemic panic and widespread starvation which in turn influenced decades of economic
policy social practices and even the course of geopolitical conflicts such as the war of the two pedros
and the papal schism in italy providing new insights into the intersecting factors that led to famine
in the fourteenth century mediterranean this deeply researched convincingly argued book presents
tools and models that are broadly applicable to any historical study of vulnerabilities in the human
food supply it will be of interest to scholars of medieval iberia and the medieval mediterranean as
well as to historians of food and of economics

Kurienuniversität und stadtrömische Universität von ca.
1300 bis 1471 2012-12-10
il volume esamina i rapporti di lavoro non contrattuali schiavitù e servaggio che a lungo
contraddistinsero l economia europea sia pure con andamenti assai diversi nelle differenti aree i
saggi in esso contenuti esaminano la evoluzione del servaggio visto come il lato economico del
regime signorile e delle diverse forme di sottomissione personale fino alla vera e propria tratta degli
schiavi di cui i mercanti europei furono protagonisti mettendo in luce una situazione assai più
complessa e articolata di quanto gli schemi interpretativi tradizionali lasciassero intuire

England and Iberia in the Middle Ages, 12th-15th Century
2007-03-19
drawing on the expertise of 26 distinguished scholars this important volume covers the major issues
in the study of medieval europe highlighting the significant impact the time period had on cultural
forms and institutions central to european identity examines changing approaches to the study of
medieval europe its periodization and central themes includes coverage of important questions such
as identity and the self sexuality and gender emotionality and ethnicity as well as more traditional
topics such as economic and demographic expansion kingship and the rise of the west explores
europe s understanding of the wider world to place the study of the medieval society in a global
context

Catalonia: A New History 2022-08-19
in the wake of modern genocide we tend to think of violence against minorities as a sign of
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intolerance or even worse a prelude to extermination violence in the middle ages however
functioned differently according to david nirenberg in this provocative book he focuses on specific
attacks against minorities in fourteenth century france and the crown of aragon aragon catalonia
and valencia he argues that these attacks ranging from massacres to verbal assaults against jews
muslims lepers and prostitutes were often perpetrated not by irrational masses laboring under
inherited ideologies and prejudices but by groups that manipulated and reshaped the available
discourses on minorities nirenberg shows that their use of violence expressed complex beliefs about
topics as diverse as divine history kinship sex money and disease and that their actions were
frequently contested by competing groups within their own society nirenberg s readings of archival
and literary sources demonstrates how violence set the terms and limits of coexistence for medieval
minorities the particular and contingent nature of this coexistence is underscored by the book s
juxtapositions some systematic for example that of the crown of aragon with france jew with muslim
medieval with modern and some suggestive such as african ritual rebellion with catalan riots
throughout the book questions the applicability of dichotomies like tolerance versus intolerance to
the middle ages and suggests the limitations of those analyses that look for the origins of modern
european persecutory violence in the medieval past

Jews in the Notarial Culture 2023-04-28
first comprehensive survey of isabel de villena sor isabel the fifteenth century spanish nun and
writer isabel de villena 1430 1490 is one of the most fascinating women of the spanish middle ages
related to the royal family she became abbess of the poor clare convent the santa trinitat in valencia
in 1462 a position she heldfor almost thirty years until her death her treatise on the religious life vita
christi was the first book by a woman to be printed in the kingdom of aragon this is the first full
length survey in english of isabel s life and literary works the author pays particular attention to the
way in which devotion to the virgin mary is manifested and described through material culture on
her rich fabrics brocades silks shoes and crown the book thus highlights not only isabel s distinctive
contribution to the genre of the vita christi but also reflects the status of valencia as a centre for
trade and producer of silks and velvets at the time as well as its flourishing shoe making industry
lesley k twomey is principal lecturer hispanic studies northumbria university

Actas del XXVI Congreso Internacional de Lingüística y de
Filología Románicas. Tome VII 2013-03-22
national studies have demonstrated their inability to correctly understand global phenomena and the
way in which they affect societies this chronologically ambitious book investigates methodological
and theoretical issues from roman times to the present in terms of globalization in this context one
of the most relevant parameters of change emerges the itinerancy of culture and knowledge
therefore this volume argues that itinerant agents carry with them cultural baggage transporting
and transmitting it to other spaces in this way interconnection begins producing active changes in
global history and visual culture contributions to this book focus on comparative studies the
evolution of global phenomena historical processes in their diachrony regional studies changing
economies cultural continuities and methodological questions on globalization among others in
addition the book opens with a contribution from professor peter burke

Defiant Priests 2017-06-06
el volumen primero de españa a finales de la edad media 2017 ya trató sobre algunos marcos y
fundamentos del orden social como son las realidades geográficas la población y en especial el
sistema económico y su funcionamiento incluyendo una aproximación a los grupos sociales que
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intervenían en la producción y distribución de bienes este segundo volumen tiene como objeto
estudiar el conjunto de la estructura social su dinámica y las relaciones que se establecen en el seno
de la sociedad en diversos ámbitos y modalidades iglesia nobleza y señoríos campesinos ciudades y
municipios grupos marginales judíos mudéjares el tiempo histórico a considerar discurre desde
mediados del siglo xiii hasta comienzos del xvi y como e el primer volumen se ofrece una amplia guía
bibliográfica clasificada por materias para dar a conocer el estado de las investigaciones y gran
parte de las publicaciones especializadas

Shortage and Famine in the Late Medieval Crown of Aragon
2022-01-20

Schiavitù e servaggio nell’economia europea. Secc. XI-XVIII
= Serfdom and Slavery in the European Economy 2014

A Companion to the Medieval World 2012-12-26

Communities of Violence 2015-05-26

The Fabric of Marian Devotion in Isabel de Villena's Vita
Christi 2013

Global History, Visual Culture and Itinerancies 2020-11-18

España a finales de la Edad Media. 2. Sociedad. 2022-09-16
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